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Key concept: 
Monitoring 

Device 
Behavior



Today’s agenda
• Admin 

• Introduction

• Paper #1: AuDI

• Paper #2: IMC

• Discussion
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Admin



Oral exams

Monday 28 June 2021

• Online through Canvas

• Signup through Canvas ‘Appointment’ (starting this afternoon)

• 45 minutes

• See: https://courses.sidnlabs.nl/ssi-2021/#oral-exam
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https://courses.sidnlabs.nl/ssi-2021/


Lab report progress
How far are you with the Lab report?

A. Developing methodology

B. Gathering network data from IoT devices

C. Analyzing  network data from IoT devices

D. Writing report
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Interactive lectures
• Overall objective: enable you to learn from each other and further increase your understanding of 

the papers, contributes to preparing yourself for the oral exam

• Interactive format

• Teachers summarize two papers per lecture

• Multiple-choice questions (not graded) and discussion

• We ask at least one of you to share their thoughts on each paper (main lesson learned, etc.)

• Enables you to learn from each other, so mandatory to participate

• A 7th “re-sit” lecture in case you miss a lecture (optional for everybody else), same format
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Where are we now?
No. Date Contents
1 Apr 21 Course introduction

Guest lecture #1: how the core of the internet is organized, Marco
Davids (SIDN Labs)

2 Apr 28 Guest lecture #2: the relationship between regulation & IoT security,
Eelco Vriezekolk, Agentschap Telecom (Dutch telecoms regulator)

3 May 6* Lecture: IoT Concepts and Applications
4 May 12 Lecture: IoT Botnet Measurements
5 May 18 Lecture: IoT Honeypots
6 May 25* Guest lecture #3: The Life Of An IoT Device, Eliot Lear, Cisco Systems
7 May 26 Lecture: IoT Edge Security Systems
8 Jun 2 Lecture: IoT Device Behavior
9 Jun 9 Lecture: IoT in Non-Carpeted Areas
10 Jun 16 Lecture: IoT Edge Security Systems (re-sit)

* Different lecture times/days. Default slot: Wednesdays 11:00 - 12:4510



Introduction



Motivation for today: Understanding the problems
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What’s happening => Securing

Physical interaction

AV / controls



Discussion
Statement: I inspected the traffic of my IoT device(s) prior to this course.

A. Yes, of course!

B. No

C. I don’t have any IoT devices

D. I started inspecting when I got the SPIN device
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Today’s papers
Are about measuring IoT device behavior

• [AuDI] Marchal, S., Miettinen, M., Nguyen, T. D., Sadeghi, A-R., & Asokan, N. 
(2019). AuDI: Towards Autonomous IoT Device-Type Identification using 
Periodic Communication. IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications

• [IMC] J. Ren, D. J. Dubois, D. Choffnes, A. M. Mandalari, R. Kolcun, and H. 
Haddadi, “Information Exposure from Consumer IoT Devices: A 
Multidimensional, Network-Informed Measurement Approach”, Internet 
Measurement Conference (IMC2019), Amsterdam, Netherlands, Oct 2019



Today’s learning objective
• After the lecture, you will be able to discuss why passive measurements on IoT devices are an  

important means to understand the problem of IoT Security.

• AuDI shows how to do device type classification through fingerprints based on an IoT device’s 
network traffic.

• IMC shows a novel way to setup a completely automated testing facility and what kind of analyses 
are possible with such a lab.

• Contributes to SSI learning goal #1: “Understand IoT concepts and applications, security threats, 
technical solutions, and a few relevant standardization efforts in the IETF”
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“AUDI: Towards Autonomous IoT Device-
Type Identification using Periodic 
Communication” 



Passive monitoring
Encryption-agnostic

See also:
Noah Apthorpe, Dillon Reisman, 
Nick Feamster, “A Smart Home 
is No Castle: Privacy 
Vulnerabilities of Encrypted 
IoT Traffic”, Workshop on Data 
and Algorithmic Transparency 
(DAT '16), New York University 
Law School, November 2016



Device Type identification
• Goal: “quickly, accurately and 

autonomously identifying the 
type of IoT devices”

• QoS or security policies
• Passive fingerprinting of 

periodic network traffic
• 98.2% accuracy in tests



How do they do it?
• Periodic background network traffic
• Analyse per flow 
• Time series: traffic 1/0 every second
• Compute periods Fourier transform
• Autocorrelation to find periodicity
• Fingerprinting periods



Quiz: countering detection
How can you avoid getting fingerprinted?

A. Generate a constant stream of traffic
B. Encrypt the network traffic
C. Open connections to random hosts
D. Disable the ICMP finger protocol
E. You can’t



Fingerprints
33 features in 4 categories
Manually designed



IoT Cloud service
• Fingerprints are sent to IoT Cloud service
• Cloud services uses fingerprints to learn (and find) device types (i.e., step 3)
• Fingerprints per 30 minutes.
• Unsupervised (?) clustering algorithm: autonomously group these fingerprints 

into clusters and create an abstract label for each cluster 

IoT



Evaluation
33 devices
Background + activity
6224 fingerprints
ID in +- 30 minutes



Quiz: attack!
Devices can spoof their fingerprint. How do the authors counter this?
A. The gateway will detect this thanks to the ReliefF feature selection
B. They propose to add active scanning as future work
C. Add the device’s MAC address as a feature
D. They assume that the device is not infected during the first 30 minutes



Discussion (1)
• Unseen data vs unseen devices (lower accuracy):



Discussion (2)
• Announcing self (MUD) vs passive identification?
• Privacy implications?
• Sharing policies with central cloud service
• Fingerprinting attack traffic?



Information Exposure From 
Consumer IoT Devices
A Multidimensional, Network-Informed 

Measurement Approach



Motivation

IoT devices are the new normal (+7.000.000.000 devices around us)
● But don’t just take my word for it, take Bosch’s

○ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v2kV6pgJxuo

But time and time again we have seen that:
● IoT cameras might record you in unexpected scenarios
● IoT assistants might activate/record unexpectedly
● IoT TVs show you ads in your launcher/menu

○ https://www.thedrum.com/news/2019/09/10/the-first-thing-you-see-lg-smart-tv-now-
ad

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v2kV6pgJxuo
https://www.thedrum.com/news/2019/09/10/the-first-thing-you-see-lg-smart-tv-now-ad


Expectations

● My IoT device only connects to the server of the manufacturer
● My IoT device only transmits its data in an encrypted fashion
● My IoT device only transmits relevant data to the manufacturer
● My IoT device only does its IoT task when I ask it to do so
● My IoT device purchased in my region, won’t connect to any other jurisdiction

● Quick question: Do you have any additional expectations?



Data Collection Methodology

● Well to see if our expectations hold true, lets put them to the test
● 81 different IoT devices in two different

jurisdictions: UK and US
● All traffic is captured at a central server before

egressing into the Internet

● But how do we test? As we’ve seen before,
there is no standard IoT testbed.

● How do we test smart assistants?



Data Collection Methodology



Destination Analysis



Destination Analysis



Encryption Analysis

● Remove everything which is not detected by Wireshark as TLS or QUIC
● Get a baseline entropy for HTTP (0.25) and HTTPS (TLS) (0.85) traffic
● But depending on the content (IMC 2019 websites) you might get different 

results:

○ HTTP (0.55, max = 0.62) / fernet (0.73, min = 0.67)
● Suddenly the picture isn’t so clear anymore?
● Open discussion: What do you think the

unidentified traffic might be?
● Open discussion: Shouldn’t MITM analysis

be deployed as well?



Unexpected Behavior



Conclusion



Discussion (if time permits)

● We heard one opinion at the beginning, maybe some more?

● How would you improve this study?

● Can we say anything about the long-term feasibility of projects like these?



Today’s objective revisited
• After the lecture, you will be able to discuss why passive measurements on IoT devices are an  

important means to understand the problem of IoT Security.

• AuDI shows how to do device type classification through fingerprints based on an IoT device’s 
network traffic.

• IMC shows a novel way to setup a completely automated testing facility and what kind of analyses 
are possible with such a lab.

• Contributes to SSI learning goal #1: “Understand IoT concepts and applications, security threats, 
technical solutions, and a few relevant standardization efforts in the IETF”
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Lecture feedback
1. To what extent do you think you’ll be able to 

discuss the design, usefulness and pros/cons 
of AuDI? (A = 🟢, B = 🟠, C = 🔴)

2. To what extent do you think you’ll be able to 
discuss the design, usefulness and pros/cons 
of IMC (A = 🟢, B = 🟠, C = 🔴)
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Discussion & feedback@SIDN

SIDN

SIDN.nl

Volg ons

Next lecture: Wed June 9, 11:00-12:00
Topic: IoT Security in Non-Carpeted Areas


